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About This Game

Take up the mantle of grave digger, Harey Burke, a mysterious rogue who must collect energy cells from the robot
graveyard to survive.

Puzzle your way through a near infinite amount of Minesweeper inspired levels, using quick wits and special skills to avoid
disturbing the Steamborgs (steam-powered-cyborgs) who lurk six foot under, ready to pull Harey Burke to his doom - it is not

going to be easy!

Grave Matters is a nerve-racking, adrenaline fuelled challenge, but you will not face it alone. You’ll be accompanied by Bobby,
a (super cute) steam-powered, puppy dog, who will sacrifice his life for yours if you need it.

Set in a Tim Burtonesque steampunk world, with high definition 3D graphics and undead zombie charm. Grave Matters is a
unique sensory and intellectually challenging experience that is perfect for your big screen!

Featuring 3 Acts with unique gameplay rules and tons of levels, plus an insanely difficult infinite survival mode, you will never
run out of graves to dig up! Use the energy you collect, to unlock character upgrades, so you can progress further and demolish

your friends high scores on Game Center.

Can you Dig it?

Default Controls
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-----------------------------------------
Arrow Keys | Move
Dig/Confirm | Space

Use Lightning | Left Ctrl
Use Dog Sense | Left Alt
Place a Flag | Right Alt
Menu/Quit | Left Shift
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Genre: Indie, Strategy
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Ideonic
Publisher:
Ideonic
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016
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Not bad,very skill testing game,you wont bore :). amazing illustration and short stories.. I really like it. But i want to listen to my
own music, so a Music adjustment option would be a great thing to add.. Do NOT make the same mistake I did and buy this
software, the company that makes it doesn\u00b4t give you support because it\u00b4s licensed and it doesn\u00b4t work. I
cannot analyze any game I put and you can only see old matches, so it\u00b4s not worth it and with that price? NEVER!!
It\u00b4s s shame this company does this and then tells you they can\u00b4t help you, terrible. I would ask for a refund but it
was too late for me.. Really cool concept, it's new and amusing. Got it for like 0,5 euro in sale - was expecting garbage, found
gold.
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All i can say is that i want a refund
20/10 IGN. Another game where I wish steam would allow us a rating out of ten, rather than plain good/bad.

If this had been a whole game (as opposed to no 1 in a series) I'd be recommending it wholeheartedly. But on finishing the game
you will be annoyed to discover that it is chapter 1 in a series of... I'm guessing..... at least 4 games.

I have just noticed chapter 2 has been released and so now there is hope that the plot might be completed. So fingers crossed,
one day the whole game will be available. At that point I would recommend it. It is a dark, well written, story rich point and
click with some complex characters and good puzzle design.

I can't recommend it now as lots of us are really annoyed at episodic games that never get finished.. To be fair, you have to have
a very high IQ to understand Cat's Bar. The gameplay is extremely subtle, and without a solid grasp of theoretical physics most
of the table placements will go over a typical player\u2019s head. There\u2019s also the boss cat's nihilistic outlook, which is
deftly woven into his characterisation- his personal philosophy draws heavily from Japanese literature, for instance. The fans
understand this stuff; they have the intellectual capacity to truly appreciate the depths of this game, to realise that it's not just
fun- it says something deep about LIFE. As a consequence people who dislike Cat's Bar truly ARE idiots- of course they
wouldn\u2019t appreciate, for instance, the humour in trying to find a whiskey base for several hours which itself is a cryptic
reference to Turgenev\u2019s Russian epic Fathers and Sons. I\u2019m smirking right now just imagining one of those
addlepated simpletons scratching their heads in confusion as the developer's genius wit unfolds itself on their monitors. What
fools.. how I pity them. \ud83d\ude02

And yes, by the way, I DO have a Cat's Bar tattoo. And no, you cannot see it. It\u2019s for the ladies\u2019 eyes only- and even
then they have to demonstrate that they\u2019re within 10 culture of my own bar (preferably lower) beforehand. Nothin
personnel kid \ud83d\ude0e. love it, couldn't imagine playing without it!. Why is it in Polish? Is that language even Polish? I
really struggled to enjoy the game, it was buggy, there were no instructions, controls overlapped and I didn't understand what
was happening. I can't believe I paid money for this, honestly. Willing to give it another shot in a few months when all the issues
are sorted.

This is my first ever Steam review because I strongly feel that this game needs a LOT of work, and people shouldn't pay money
for it. Buyer beware!
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